AURORA AFX
World Championship
G-PLUS
Motor Racing
GX6000
A fantastic 760cm/250ft of over and under racing. 2 x "Plus" cars,
2 höch Speed Controllers, lap
guards, bridge beams with extensions,
guard rails, guardrails barriers and
Coolset "Mix" key

GX7000
4 and 2 lane racing
Your 475cm/150ft of race track enables you to build either
4 lane or 2 lane layouts. Included in this set are 4 x 1 "Plus" cars
4 höch Speed Controllers, bridge beams and extensions,
guard rails, guardrail barriers and a Coolset "Mix" key

Alternative layouts
Here are just four of the many different 2 lane layouts you can
build with your GX7000 set.
**Grand Prix 10**

Now build the international Grand Prix circuit GP10 for your AFX World Championship Motor Racing Set into any one of the 10 Grand Prix circuits shown below.

**AURORA AFX ACCESSORIES**

Aurora accessories add extra fun and excitement to your World Championship Motor Racing.

1. No. 1483 Lap Counter
   - Automatically counts up to 50 laps on each lane—can easily be reset to zero.

2. No. 2550 Starter Track
   - Perfect starts every time with the 390mm/15” starter track, re-up can on the start line, release the switch and away they go.

3. No. 1467 228mm/9” Radius Banked Curve Set
   - Four pieces 228mm/9” radius banked curves, can be used alone or inside the 305mm/12” radius banked curve.

4. No. 2546 305mm/12” Radius Banked Curve Set
   - Two high-speed 305mm/12” radius banked curves with built-in guard rails—complete with track supports.

5. No. 1543 Combination Tool and Circuit Tester
   - The tester glows if electrical contact on track is good, check the most complex layouts in a few seconds without dismantling, also contains handy screwdriver and spanner.

6. No. 1436 Aurora “Russkit” Variable Speed Controller
   - Fingertip control for instant response, allows consistently fast lap times to be achieved.

7. No. 1582 Bridge Beams and Extensions
   - Modular beams and extensions allow complex multi-level layouts to be built quickly.

8. No. 1566 and 1567 Trackside Banners and Guard Rails
   - Authentic guard rails and banners easily snap into slots in the track for safe cornering.
AURORA AFX
World Championship
SUPER G+PLUS
Motor Racing

New race cars with sealed-beam headlamps:

Flame Thrower

No. 1873/Flame Thrower Parnesia 817
No. 1874/Flame Thrower Fyrer 917
No. 1875/Flame Thrower Chevelle Stock
No. 1876/Flame Thrower Charger Daytona

Wagner-Sonic cars break the sound barrier!

No. 1062/Plymouth Road Runner
No. 1063/Dodge/Stock Car
No. 1077/Toyota 510 Test Car
No. 1078/Chrysler 831

1715: Super Indy Championship Special
1716: Supercar Fuji (5000)

Now in an even more perfect form. Take the World Racing Car, add the AFX 1000 rpm motor and the Aurora design expertise, and you have a perfect race car for any competition. The combination of performance and reliability makes these cars the ultimate in racing performance. The new AFX 1000 rpm motor offers maximum efficiency and durability, providing a powerful yet efficient power source for these race cars.
AURORA AFX G+PLUS

The Ultimate Racing Machines
Faster, controlled cornering with the exclusive, in-built braking system—lets G+Plus cars defy gravity!
Here they are—the record breakers. Superb, fully-detalled racing cars with ultra-modern monocoque style, p-line motors, engineered for unbelievable energy, speed and the kind of gravity-defying cornering that only the development of Aurora’s fabulous in-built braking system makes possible.

Try the G+Plus Test!
See why corner-hugging, cool-running, ultra-quick G+Plus cars from Aurora are the choice of World Champions!

No. 1731 Lotus T336
No. 1732 Ferrari 312 PB
No. 1733 Texaco Matra F1
No. 1734 Ferrari F1
No. 1736 Ferrari Daytona
No. 1737 Rally Ford Escort
No. 1738 Indy Special
No. 1739 Elf Six Wheeler
No. 1740 Delorean Special
No. 1741 Capri RS 2600
No. 1743 Porsche Monza
No. 1744 La Rosa Shadow
AURORA AFX

Magna-Traction

New concept race cars for a new generation of racing.

Exclusive transverse motor—MagnaTraction™ magnets concentrate downforce, simulate braking, improve track holding—give gravity-defying cornering at maximum speed.

Try the MagnaTraction™ Test!
See how and why Aurora's exclusive cliff-hanging cornering feature lets MagnaTraction™ cars go quicker into corners, faster into straights—lead the pack, worldwide!